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Annie L. Nichols
[Scrapbook and photo album]: “Memories of my School Days” of an African-American woman from Alcorn
State University
New York: C.R. Gibson & Company (circa 1932)

$650

String-tied oblong octavo. 100pp. (about half are used). Burgundy
cloth boards. Owner’s name inside front board, boards a bit rubbed
and faded, very good. An album filled with holographic annotations
and original photographs, this scrapbook records a young AfricanAmerican woman’s experiences attending Alcorn Agricultural
and Mechanical College (renamed Alcorn State University in
1974) in the late 1920s and early ‘30s. Alcorn, a historically black
comprehensive land-grant institution in Lorman, Mississippi,
offered both high school and college courses at the time, and
Nichols took part in both (a laid-in holographic letter from her
father suggests she later continued her education at Tennessee State
University in Nashville).

Recording her memories at about the time of her graduation, Nichols writes in detail about the school (“For the past five (5) scholastic years my school
has been Alcorn A and M College. It is located nine miles from the nearest railroad in the most beautiful spot imaginable … My school is improving
very much each year. There have been several new buildings added that make it a much better and comfortable one.”), her studies (“I always found
Algebra for my second year here and Geometry for my 3rd to be my favorites. Gee! They were swell!”), the faculty and class officers, the societies to
which she belonged , school athletics (“There’ll always be spirit for football here.”), the baccalaureate sermon (“It was by Bishop Janes of New Orleans,
La. Gee! but it was fine. , etc. He compared our lives so intelligently and seemed to have impressed the entire audience.”). She also includes selections
from her favorite poems and a list of the graduation gifts she received, which include a wrist watch, this scrapbook, and “Undies.” Accompanying
her reminiscences are nearly 40 photographs that have been glued or are held in place by the corners. A few appear to have been removed and may be
among the dozen snapshots (and four negatives) laid in loose. Nearly every photograph is labeled in Nichols’ hand. Labeled “An Alcornite Fan/ This’ll
really keep you cool,” one page features 26 tiny clipped headshots of Nichols’ classmates arranged within a drawing of a blowing fan. Most of the others
are candids, including shots of her best friend Bernice, her friend Milton leaving the “Windy City,” as another friend (“Caldwell”) standing beneath a
basketball hoop, and well as one featuring Nichols and two girlfriends that appears under the label “!! Whoop-it-Up !!” The last few pages are decorated
with Valentine’s and other holiday cards Nichols received while attending Alcorn. Overall a nice vernacular album demonstrating the flavor of the daily
life of an African-American school girl. [BTC#394272]

